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The 12 Step Prayer Book: A Collection
Of Favorite 12 Step Prayers And
Inspirational Readings

Wherever you are on your recovery journey, and however you define your Higher Power, you will
find spiritual support in this special collection of prayers and inspirational readings.This second
edition of The 12 Step Prayer Book features 183 passages gleaned from Twelve Step meetings and
adapted from common prayers and devotions. It includes:44 new prayers and readingsA guide for
daily readingtraditional and best-loved recovery prayers, andStep and meeting prayers.This book is
an excellent accompaniment to Easy Does It: A Book of Daily Twelve Step Meditations.
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This book was given to me by one of the most wonderful human beings I have ever treated for
addiction. I can still remember the trust and faith he had in me as a therapist and his openess to the
12 step program. He insisted that I take this book and use it to help others in recovery. What a gift
recovery is and this book truly will help you on your journey. Prayer and meditation is a necessity if
you are to maintain sobriety and develop a new way of living. However, remember it is spirituality
we are after and we define that. Its not defined by any particular religion. They are both useful, but
completely different. This book will help you on your spiritaul path to recovery. Highly
recommended. And much thanks to my incredible client that gave me this book.

This is a wonderful gift to give to ANYONE (including yourself)- especially great for all who use a 12
step program. Have given at least 20 and constantly thanked for the thought.

This book is definitely a great buy for any one who wants to improve how they pray and their oveall
relationship with God. The book provides you with daily inspirational readings and prayers that are
simply awesome!

Great book for anyone, expecially if you are in a 12 step program. I give this book away for
"anniversaries."

Amazing book, has many well-known prayers and many many new ones that I have never even
heard once. Great book if you're looking for a little change or something new to recite in the
mornings. Also gave me the opportunity to find a specific prayer for a specific feeling or worry I
might be having. Mainly i love it because it adds new perspective to my life, and I like to take
phrases from many prayers and form them into one large one, that sort of thing. Also I love the size,
it's convenient and quaint.

Excellent resource for anyone but especially helpful to someone who wants prayers that are simple
and very understandable. Also excellent for newcomers in AA and people looking to strengthen their
spiritual self and grasp more about the teachings of AA.

It is ok. Not as good as expected. Looked at the 2nd volume sample but did not buy. It is not
organized by step if you are hoping to give it to someone in a 12-step program. That is why I give it
3 stars. A random hodge podge of readings. On the other hand, if the intended reader does not
already have a number of good daily meditation readers, then this one will be greatly appreciated by
someone in recovery.

I read the daily prayer every night before I go to bed. It is a must for me. I love the way the month
and day in the front of the book send you to random prayers throughout. If I follow that...I invariably
find exactly what I am meant to find. Read it on your knees right beside your bed and it will send
"angel bumps" down your arms. You won't be disappointed. You will feel connected!I have bought
several as gifts for my friends in recovery and they love these prayers as well.
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